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U N E S S E N T I A L Z A S S E N H A U S R E F I N E M E N T S 
VÁOLAV HAVEL , BRNO 
Rec ived Novemb r 3, 1964 
In a given lattice jSf let < , v , A denote the corresponding part ial 
ordering, join and meet. If a < b are elements of if, then by quotient ajb 
we mean the sublattice {xeJfja <* x <; 6}. 
For the use of the further investigations we sum up some special 
types of the similarity of quotients a/6, cjd in if (introduced by O. Ore 
and V. Kofinek). 
1° direct lower and direct upper similarity: 
ajb / / c\d <=> b = a A d, c = a v d, 
a\b \ cjd <=> a = b v c, d = b A d; 
2° lower simple similarity:1) 
ajb \ // cjd <=> xjy exists in if so tha t ajb \ xjy ^ cjd, 
where xjy will be called the middle-quotient of this similarity; 
3° lower strict simple similarity:2) 
ajb \ \ ^ cjd <=> ajb \ ^ cjd with the middle-quotient xjy for which 
x --= a A c, y = b A d. 
Finite chain is defined as finite s e q u e n c e d = (ac)^0 of elements of «£?, 
when a0 <L ax < . . . <̂  ar; for the sake of brevity we shall use only the 
name ,,chain". 
If in if the relations at = bji, i = 0, 1, . . . , r; 0 < jQ < j x < . . . < 
< j r < s, hold for given chains s/ = (ai)J_.0, 0$ = (b/)J=0, then we call^? 
the refinement oistf; moreover if the sets of elements of stf and ^ are the 
same, we speak of the unessential refinements. 
Let in if the chains 
(1) ^ = (at)U, @ = (bj)^0, a0 = b0, ar = b8 
are given. We call lower Zassenhaus refinements*) of (1) the chains «#/*, 3&* 
with members 
(2) at,] = a«+1 v (at A bi), &*,? = bk+1 v (6* A a{), 
where i = 0, . . . , r — 1; j = 0, . . . , s; k =- 0, . . . , s — 1; l = 0, . . . , r . 
x) Upper simple similarity is defined dual. 
2) Upper strict simple similarity is defined dual. 
3) Upper Zassenhaus refinements are defined dual. 
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If r = s and if a permutat ion f of (0, 1, ..., r — 1) exists so tha t the 
lower similarity of prescribed type for atjai+1, bf(i)/bf(i)+1 (i = 0, 1 . ..., 
r — 1) occurs, then we say, t ha t for (1) the lower similarity of prescribed 
type*) occurs. 
Lemma.5) For the lower Zassenhaus refinements si*, 08* of (1) it is 
valid ai,jlai,j+1\^bj,i+1 <=> a^ / a*^ + 1 \ | ^ 6j,i/6/,i+1 <=> 
(3) #tf,i+i A ai A bj = bjj+1 A at A bj 
for i = 0, . . . , r — 1; j = 0, . . . , $ — 1. 
J / (3) holds, then the middle-quotient of the former lower (strict) simple 
similarity has the form 
(4) at A bjjai A bj A (a*+1 v bj+1). 
From 
(5) M(a* A bj, ai+1 A bj, bj+1), M(6/ A at, bj+1 A ai, ai+1) 
it follows (3) and the corresponding middle-quotient of the former lower 
(strict) simple similarity is 
(6) ai A bjj(ai A bj+1) v (bj A ai+1). 
Conversely, if the considered lower (strict) simple similarity with the 
middle-quotient (6) holds, then (5) follows. 
From 
(7) M(a«, ai+1, bj), M(b; , bj+1, at) 
it follows (3); the converse is not true. 
Theorem.. Let (3) with i = 0, . . . , r — 1; j — 0, . . . , 6' — 1 is fulfiled 
for given (1). 
a) If si*, 38* are unessential refinements, then 
(*) r = s and a permutation f of (0, 1, . . . , r — 1) exists so that 
(8) at v bf(i)+1 = ai+1 v bf(i), at M bRi)+1 = a.+1 A 6 / ( i ) 
for i = 0, . . . , r — 1. 
b) / / there (*), (7) hold, then si*, 38* are unessential refinements. 
Proof, b) Let (*), (7) hold. If we set j = f(i), then aiJ+1 = 
= af+1 v (ai A bj+1) = ai+1 v (a^+1 A by) = ai+1 because of (2), (82). 
Fur ther there is aif1 = a^+1 v (ai A bj) = ai+1 A (ai+1 v bj) = 
= ai A (ai v bj+l) = ai by (2), (7X), (8X), so ' that J / * , 38* are unessential 
refinements. 
4) Proof in [2], pp. 534-536. 
6) Dual for the upper similarity. 
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a) Let s/*, B* are unessential refinements of (1). Using the lemma it 
follows then the existence of a permutation f of (0, 1, . . . , r — 1.) for 
which (9) 
(9) ailai+1\ai A bf(i)/ai A bf(i) A (a t + 1 v 6/(<)+1) ^6 / ( i ) / 6 - ( l - ) + 1 . 
Let us set j = f(i). The former relation is expressible in detail 
(10) a* = a*+1 v (at A bj), 
bj = 6y+1 v (6; A a*), 
ai+1 A bj = a* A bj A (ai+1 v 6;+1), 
6y+1 A ai = ai A bj A (ai+1 v 6y+1). 
Now we write (10x) as a$ v 6^+1 = at+x v (a$ A bj) v 6^+1, where the 
right side can be rewroten as ai+1 v (6^+1 v (at A bj)) = ai+1 v bj 
by (102). Thus (St) follows. Remaining (82) follows a t once from (103-4). 
Corollary 1. If (7) with i = 0, . . . , r — 1; j = 0, . . . , s — 1 &0lds /or 
given (1), Jhen j / * , «^* are unessential refinements if and only if there 
exists the lower (strict) simple similarity between s/, 3£. 
Proof. Let j / * , 38* be unessential refinements of (1). Then r = s and 
from the theorem there follows the existence of a permutation f of 
(0, I, ..., r — 1) so tha t (9) and (8) are valid. Let us set j = f(i). The 
denominator of the middle-quotient in (9) has after rewriting the form 
at A bj A (ai+1 v 6^+1) = bj A (ai+1 v (a* A 6y+1)) = bj A (ai+1 v 
v (at+1 A bj)) = bj A ai+1 and analogously at A bj A (ai+l v 6^+1) = 
ai A 6?+1so that on the whole at A bj A (ai+1 v 6^+]) = ai+1 A bj+1. 
If conversely lower strict simple similarity between <$/, 0$ occurs, 
then r = s and a permutation f of (0, I, ..., r — 1) exists so tha t (we 
Mrite again j = f(i)) aijai+1\^
/bjjbj+1. Therefore there is aiyj = 
= a^ v (at A bj) = ai and analogously aiyj+1 = ai+1, bj9i = bj, 
6/,i+1 = bj+1. 
Corollary 2. / / s/*, 3S* are unessential refinements andi*) holds, then for 
every i = 0, 1, . . . , r — 1 it holds M (at, ai+1, bf(i)) or ai+1 > a< A 6 / ( t ) . 
Proof. We start from (8X) with f(i) = j . We get step by step 
ai v 6/+1 = bj v ai+1,a{, v (at A bj+1) = at A (bj v ai+1), ai = at A (ai+ 1 
A 6^). Further we have from (82) aitj+1 = ai+1 v (a{ v 6y+1) = ai+1 
v (ai+1 A bj) = ai+1. From aif j = at it follows then M (at, a*+1, bj) 
and from a ^ = at+t it follows at A bj S at+t. 
The theorem and the both corollaries can be applied in the theory of 
scientific classifications a t the construction of cobasic .free clasped 
refinements of two given modular series of decompositions on the given 
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set. By the fulfilment of the condition of the theorem (by the postulated 
lower simple similarity of the given series of decompositions) the both 
series are a priori cobasic free clasped, which corresponds to the ,,free 
tuning".6) 
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